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1: Patternmaking for Fashion Design (Subscription), 5th Edition
Objectives. After reading Chapter 20 you will be able to: Select the fabrics best for bias-cut dresses. Describe the
clothing revolution created by Madeleine Vionnet.

Tuesday, January 3, Pattern Making Tips: In I moved it to this blog and backdated it to the approximate date
that it was first posted. Basic Patternmaking Terms Flat patternmaking: The fabric is removed from the dress
form and traced on to pattern paper to make a usable pattern. I am not very experienced in draping so I will not
discuss it in this series. For example, I have altered my basic hoodie block into many other hoodie styles: This
is complicated and requires a lot of math. I can grade simple patterns by myself, but for complicated patterns I
create my own grading specifications and then pay a professional pattern grader to do the work. For example,
for my tank top pattern I gave the pattern grader a size medium to start out with and then had her grade it into
sizes XS, S, L, and XL. A digitizer is used to transfer a paper pattern into the computer program and a plotter
will print out the finished pattern. The photo above is a screenshot of an assignment I did at school. You can
learn computer patternmaking in fashion schools and some companies will rent out a student version of the
program. I loved the classes and I wish I could use Optitex for all of my patterns. To use these programs you
need to know the basics of patternmaking because they will not make the patterns for you. You need to cut
your patterns to line up with the grain or else the fabric will stretch in random places and not hang the way you
intended. Some fabrics have a grain that is easy to spot, like the fabric below: The lengthwise grain parallel
with the selvedge, or edge of fabric is called the warp. It is usually more stable than the crosswise grain, which
means that it does not stretch or move around as much. It also tends to shrink more than the crosswise grain
when you sew with a type of fabric that shrinks in the wash. Most clothing is cut with the hemline
perpendicular to the warp. The crosswise grain perpendicular to the selvedge, or warp is called the weft. It
usually stretches more than the warp, even with woven fabrics that are not made to stretch. Most clothing is
cut with the hemline parallel to the warp. On woven fabrics the bias is the direction that will usually have the
most stretch. You can cut garments at the true bias a 45 degree angle from the warp and the weft and
completely change the way that the garment hangs. Bias cut is a popular way to make evening-wear because it
can make woven satin fabric stretch and cling in an elegant way. If you want to look for examples of what you
can do with bias cut, check out dresses by Madeleine Vionnet. She was the first to popularize bias cut dresses.
The photo below shows a piece of fabric with the selvedge running along the left side and the different grain
directions labeled. When I position my pattern pieces for cutting, I double-check that the pieces are aligned
with the fabric grain by comparing the fabric grain to the pattern piece grainline with an 18" C-thru ruler.
Pattern pieces are usually cut with the grainline running parallel to the selvedge warp. Pattern Making Tools
Special patternmaking tools can be expensive but they are not totally necessary when you start out. If you are
willing to splurge on a full set of tools, Atlas-Levy sells a great set of them: These are available in longer
lengths but I find that the longer ones are bulky and annoying. Taking body measurements to get accurate
measurements, hold the tape measure around your body so that it stays in place but does not cut into your skin
Measuring the length of a curved seam for when a regular ruler will not bend around the curve 18 inch C-Thru
Ruler: Adding accurate seam allowances to pattern pieces Making straight lines and grainlines on pattern
pieces that are shorter than 18 inches L-Square: Large L-squares 24 inches are great for making grainlines that
are perpendicular to the hem of a pattern pieces. It is showing that the hem of the sleeve is perpendicular to the
sleeve grainlines. This is important for tracing out accurate grain-lines. Professional patternmakers own many
rulers that are much longer than 36 inches. Currently my longest pattern piece is my leggings pattern, which is
under 36 inches so I do not need anything longer. The 36" long ruler is shown on the far left of this picture:
Trace grainlines and style lines from one pattern piece to a new piece of paper you will need to do this when
copying a pattern to thicker paper or copying a pattern to make changes without destroying the original copy
Mock-up an existing garment by tracing stylelines through the garment to a new piece of paper Pattern
Notcher: Notches are used to match up seams and to mark placement of design details like pleats and gathers.
Once the pattern is finished and perfected, you can transfer it to oaktag also called manila pattern paper.
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Oaktag paper is thicker and will last much longer than thin drafting paper. If you want to reproduce it
somewhere else on the web please email me first at info derangeddesigns.
2: Armstrong, Patternmaking for Fashion Design, 5th Edition | Pearson
The nature of bias-cut fabric is clarified. Two methods for reducing bias stretch are given, and the best types of fabric for
bias-cut dresses are suggested. The lay of tissue and fabric for the first cut is discussed and illustrated on pages and

3: Deranged Designs: Pattern Making Tips: Terms & Tools
A unique section on patternmaking for bias-cut garments. ~ Illustrates a procedure that guides the patternmaker in
adjusting design patterns to offset stretch; integrated into chapters covering cowls and bias-cut dresses.

4: Patternmaking for Fashion Design | eBay
Buy a cheap copy of Patternmaking for Fashion Design book by Helen Joseph-Armstrong. Renowned for its
comprehensive coverage, exceptional illustrations, and clear instructions, this hallmark book offers detailed yet
easy-to-understand explanations.

5: Pearson - Patternmaking for Fashion Design, 5/E - Helen Joseph Armstrong
Bias-cut dressesâ€”Emphasizes bias-cut dresses that cling to the figure, as influenced by Madeline Vionnett. Advanced
design projectsâ€” Adds one or two advanced designs to selected chapters. A practical introduction to patternmakingâ€”
Opens the book with discussions on the workroom, the model form and measuring techniques, and how to draft.

6: Patternmaking for fashion design pdf download ch18, 19, 20, 21 ~ ØªØ¹Ù„ÙŠÙ… Ø®ÙŠØ§Ø·Ø©-Learn
Joseph-Armstrong H. Patternmaking for Fashion Design 5-th Ed. â€” Boston: Prentice Hall, â€” p. â€” ISBN Suitable for
beginners and experienced patternmakers, this book's breadth of topics and detailed coverage allows students to grow
as their skills progress.

7: Fashion: Patternmaking for Fashion Design by Helen Joseph Armstrong (, Hardcover) | eBay
Hinging on a recurring theme that all designs are based on one or more of the three major patternmaking and design
principles-dart manipulation, added fullness, and contouring-it provides students with all the relevant information
necessary to create design patterns with accuracy regardless of their complexity.

8: A Guide to Working on the Bias | Seamwork Magazine
Renowned for its comprehensive coverage, exceptional illustrations, and clear instructions, Patternmaking for Fashion
Design offers detailed yet easy-to-understand explanations of the essence of patternmaking. Hinging on a recurring
theme that all designs are based on one or more of the three major.

9: Patternmaking for fashion design (Book, ) [www.enganchecubano.com]
Synopsis. Renowned for its comprehensive coverage, exceptional illustrations, and clear instructions, Patternmaking for
Fashion Design offers detailed yet easy-to-understand explanations of the essence of patternmaking.
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